Species-specific isotope dilution-based calibration for trace element speciation and its combined uncertainty evaluation: determination of tributyltin in sediment by HPLC-ICPMS.
A method is described for the determination of tributyltin (TBT) in NRCC sediment CRM PACS-2 by isotope dilution (ID) analysis using HPLC-ICPMS. Reverse spike ID analysis was performed to determine the accurate concentration of a 117Sn-enriched TBT spike using a well-characterized natural abundance TBT standard. The accuracy of the latter is critical for obtaining reliable results. A unique approach, using hydride generation GC/MS, was developed to quantify the inorganic Sn and dibutyltin impurities in the natural abundance TBT standard. The true natural abundance TBT standard concentration was obtained following correction for these impurities. The total Sn concentration in the natural abundance TBT standard was determined by ID analysis using an enriched inorganic 117Sn following closed vessel mixed-acid digestion. Calibration of the enriched inorganic 117Sn standard was achieved by reverse ID analysis against a natural abundance inorganic tin standard prepared from the high-purity metal. An overall uncertainty associated with the present method was estimated, to which the uncertainties arising from measurement of the natural abundance TBT concentration, from the measurement of the isotope ratio in the spiked sample and in the reverse ID calibration solutions, and from estimation of the extraction efficiency were the main contributors. A concentration of 1.018 +/- 0.054 mg kg(-1) (expanded uncertainty, k = 2) as tin was obtained for TBT in PACS-2 using the present method, in excellent agreement with the certified value of 0.98 +/- 0.13 mg kg(-1) (95% confidence interval). A TBT concentration of 0.97 +/- 0.11 mg kg(-1) (expanded uncertainty, k = 2) as tin in PACS-2 was determined using the standard additions technique. Much smaller expanded uncertainty was obtained with ID, clearly demonstrating its superiority in providing more accurate and precise results over the method of additions. A detection limit (3sigma) of 0.02 mg kg(-1) for TBT, based on a 0.5-g subsample, was obtained.